Abstract. Functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) records hemodynamic changes in the cortex arising from neurovascular coupling. However, (noninvasive) fNIRS recordings also record surface vascular signals arising from noncortical sources (e.g., in the skull, skin, dura, and other tissues located between the sensors and the brain). A current and important focus in the fNIRS community is determining how to remove these noncortical vascular signals to reduce noise and to prevent researchers from erroneously attributing responses to cortical sources. The current study is the first to test a popular method for removing signals from the surface vasculature (removing short, 1 cm, channel recordings from long, 3 cm, channel recordings) in human infants, a population frequently studied using fNIRS. We find evidence that this method does remove surface vasculature signals and indicates the presence of both local and global surface vasculature signals. However, we do not find that the removal of this information changes the statistical inferences drawn from the data. This latter result not only questions the importance of removing surface vasculature responses for empiricists employing this method, but also calls for future research using other tasks (e.g., ones with a weaker initial result) with this population and possibly additional methods for removing signals arising from the surface vasculature in infants.
Introduction
Since the advent of noninvasive functional neuroimaging of the human brain in the mid-1990s, the application of functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to studies of young infants has been a goal of developmental cognitive neuroscientists. That goal has largely remained unfulfilled for a variety of technical reasons, most notably the requirement of rigid head stabilization. Although a handful of fMRI studies have been conducted with infants (see Ref. 1 for a systematic review of this literature), they have involved a sleeping preparation that is successful in reducing motion artifacts but prevents studies of sensory stimulation in the visual modality. Since the mid-2000s, the application of functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) has been championed as a viable alternative to fMRI for studies of awakebehaving infants. [2] [3] [4] Because the optical fibers that deliver NIR light to the scalp and record the modulations in NIR light returning from the underlying cortex are attached to the infant's head with a tight-fitting cap, there are minimal motion artifacts. Thus, over the past decade, fNIRS has become an essential alternative to fMRI and has kick-started the investigation of functional neural development starting in infancy (see reviews by Refs. 1 and 5-8) .
Despite the promise of fNIRS, a major technical limitation of the method is that the optical signal must pass through noncortical tissues in order to record hemodynamic changes in the brain. As a result, the optical signal travels from the emitter located on the scalp through the layers of skin, skull, dura, cerebral spinal fluid, and so on before reaching the target cortical tissue and then returns through these layers back to the detector. This double-pass route for NIR photons picks up noncortical signals that contaminate the optical signals from the targeted region of cortex, thereby rendering fNIRS extremely sensitive to contamination from vascular changes arising from noncortical sources.
We will refer to vascular changes not arising from cortical neurovascular coupling as surface vasculature signals. The term neurovascular coupling specifically refers to localized circulatory responses in the cortex in direct response to neural activity in that same region of the cortex. It is important to note that noncortical circulatory signals can also be triggered by neural activity (e.g., blushing, sympathetic nervous system responses to a perceived threat). Thus, while circulatory responses in the surface vasculature surrounding the brain are often considered basic physiological responses, like blood pressure, signals in the surface vasculature can originate from cortical activity through an indirect path. However, while this is a type of relationship between the circulatory signal and the brain, these signals are not the type of signals that is being referred to by the term neurovascular coupling; nor are they the target ofshort-channel signals directly is to provide a means to remove any noncortical circulatory signals from the long-channel recordings. Therefore, in this paper, we do not make a distinction between the possible origins of circulatory signals in the surface vasculature. Rather, for the purposes of simplifying the discussion in the current paper, we will simply refer to signals in the surface vasculature as a singular term to refer to any noncortical circulatory signal that could be embedded in signals recorded from long NIRS channels.
The inclusion of surface vasculature signals in fNIRS recordings is important to address as it can give rise to both type I and type II statistical errors (the incorrect rejection of the null hypothesis and a false negative or the failure to reject an incorrect null hypothesis, respectively). At best, the contamination of fNIRS signals by the surface vasculature will simply contribute noise that may obscure the signal arising from neurovascular coupling. For example, spontaneous Mayer waves (0.1 Hz), changes in blood pressure (0.025 to 0.35 Hz), and changes in blood oxygenation with respiration (0.1 to 0.5 Hz) can add noise to the signal that may swamp hemodynamic changes arising from neural activity. At worst, signals from the surface vasculature could vary with an experimental task. For example, when comparing experimental conditions that vary in task difficulty or emotional salience, participants may experience changes in blood pressure and heart rate that are task dependent. These task-related fluctuations in vascular activity could be erroneously interpreted as the task involvement of the cortical region sampled by the channel. Thus, surface vascular signals can give rise to both type I and type II errors in fNIRS studies and present a significant hurdle to the widespread adoption of this method. See the excellent work by Gagnon and colleagues for a quantification of the cortical versus noncortical contributions to the typical fNIRS signal. 9 In response to this problem, researchers have focused on developing a solution that directly measures these noncortical vascular signals and removes them from the signals originating from a targeted cortical area. Saager and Berger 10 reasoned that if fNIRS channels with the typical emitter-detector separation of 3 cm (chosen so that returning photons have traveled into the cortex) contained vasculature changes arising from both cortical sources (arising from neurovascular coupling) and noncortical (surface vasculature) sources, then fNIRS channels with a shorter emitter-detector separation of ∼1.0 cm could be used to record only the surface vascular changes. In other words, Saager and Berger 10 proposed the use of a short-distance optical channel or short channel to directly measure only the surface vasculature signals and then to use this signal to remove the contribution of the surface vasculature from the longer fNIRS channel (long channel, Fig. 1 ). To be clear, there are a variety of experimental designs that could, in principle, mitigate these contaminating effects of surface vascular signals (especially in the case where suface vasculature contributes noise and leads to a type II error). For example, just as event related potentials (ERP) studies collect many epochs time locked to the onset of a stimulus, and employ signal averaging to cancel out spontaneous background electroencephalography (EEG), one could simply present many epochs of the stimuli in an fNIRS study and employ the same signal averaging logic to these analyses. However, this experimental design will only eliminate surface vasculature signals that are uncorrelated with the experimental task (e.g., arousal induced by an experimental manipulation can modulate the surface vasculature in a task-dependent fashion).
Moreover, given the slow time course of the hemodynamic response (tens of seconds compared to a few hundred milliseconds for EEG), there are logistical reasons why signal averaging is not as practical for fNIRS as for ERPs (i.e., infants cannot be tested for more than 10 to 20 min).
There have been a number of demonstrations of the effectiveness of using short fNIRS channel recordings to remove surface vasculature signals from typical, long fNIRS channels. Saager and Berger 10, 11 showed, via simulations, phantoms, and actual fNIRS recordings from adults, that short-channel signals could be used to remove variation in the regular fNIRS or long channel that sampled from the cortex and specifically that removing short-channel information could improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the long-channel recordings by up to a factor of 3. Zhang and colleagues 12, 13 found that an adaptive filtering technique, employing signals from the short channels, reduced the contrast-to-noise ratio in both simulations and recordings of visual responses in adults. Gagnon and colleagues 14 also demonstrated the effectiveness in removing signals from short channels using both simulations and experimental recordings with adults. Moreover, they found that by employing two short channels for each long fNIRS channel (one each for the source and detector) that noise reduction is increased, suggesting the presence of highly local effects in systematic vasculature (see also Ref. 15) .
Despite these existence proofs in support of the short-channel technique to remove surface vasculature signals, there have been few demonstrations of the empirical advantage of collecting near-channel fNIRS data. In order words, while demonstrations of reductions in noise in the signal are clearly important, for researchers who employ fNIRS to make inferences about underlying neural activity to be convinced of the importance of the technique, it must be demonstrated that any changes in signal quality also go on to have an effect in statistical tests. Only a single and very recent paper has demonstrated that removing short-channel information affects statistical outcomes in adults. 16 The current paper also employs standard statistical techniques to compare statistical results before and after the removal of short-channel signals.
In addition to providing one of the first direct tests of whether removing short-channel information changes statistical inference, Fig. 1 Depiction of the basic concepts behind short-channel NIRS recordings. While the exact length of short and long channels varies across experiments and research groups, short channels are typically 1 cm (as depicted here), and long channels are typically 2 to 3 cm (depicted here at 3 cm consistent with the current experiment). The banana-shaped paths are approximate volumes explored by detected photons. CSF, cerebral-spinal fluid. Distances are expressed in centimeters (cm).
the current paper is the first to investigate the nature of shortchannel recordings in young infants. All previous papers have employed simulations, phantoms, or adult fNIRS recordings; however, a large proportion of fNIRS researchers study developing populations, and it is unknown whether short-channel recordings are similarly beneficial in infants (i.e., whether there are significant signal changes after the removal of the short channel in young infants). Specifically, there are at least three factors that may influence the effectiveness of the short-channel technique in infants. First, there is significant development in skull thickness starting early in life, 17 which changes the distance between the scalp and the cortex. Second, while still controversial, there appear to be notable developmental changes in the hemodynamic response (for reviews, see Refs. 1 and 18). Third, it is possible with the development of the circulatory system that the characteristics of surface vasculature signals change with age. Combined with a decrease in the amplitude of the circulatory response produced by neurovascular coupling, the relative contributions of surface versus cortical vascular changes to fNIRS recordings may shift with age (see review by Ref. 19 ).
Thus, the goal of the present study is to analyze fNIRS data from human infants that were obtained from both long and short channels (3 and 1 cm, respectively) and to determine whether removing short-channel signals can be used to change statistical inferences made with data from the long channels. We chose 3 cm for the long channels as this distance is commonly used in both adults and infants for recording cortical activation (see Refs. 6 and 20 for validation studies of 3 cm channels in infants). The choice of 1 cm for the short channel is both because many seminal studies in this area have investigated short-channel distances around 1 cm 10, 11, 12, 13 as well as constraints on the probe design arising from the diameter of the probe tips (i.e., channels substantially shorter than 1 cm would have required a redesign of the probe tips). While it is possible that even shorter channel distances could be better suited for infants than adults, we opted to conform to the bulk of the previous literature (i.e., employing 1 cm as with many previous studies) over the exploration of different shortchannel distances. We complemented this decision with careful checks to make sure that cortical responses are not seen in the short channels (see Sec. 5). We also examine whether spatial proximity is important for short-channel removal (i.e., whether there are local and/or global surface vascular signals in infant fNIRS channels). Importantly, we compare any changes resulting from short-channel removal to a bootstrapped baseline to determine whether signal change is beyond chance. Overall, this study is intended to determine whether any short channel data are advantageous for removing effects of surface vasculature in young infants during a standard experimental paradigm.
Setup of the Experiment and Functional
Near-Infrared Spectroscopy Recordings 2.1 Functional Near-Infrared Spectroscopy Recordings fNIRS recordings were obtained using a CW6 from TechEn Instruments (Milford, Massachusetts). Four fiber optic cables delivered NIR light to the scalp of the infant (emitters, 690 and 830 nm) and eight fiber optic cables detected the reflected light on the scalp. These fibers were situated against the infant's scalp using a custom-made headband that secured fibers to the scalp of infants in as comfortable a fashion as possible and was resistant to motion artifacts (i.e., moving against the scalp when the infants moved). Crucially, the detectors were placed at two different distances from the emitters: long channels were formed by placing detectors 3 cm from the emitters, and short channels were formed by placing detectors at 1 cm from the emitters. The relative length of the long and short channels was designed to record the neurovascular response on the surface of the infant cortex 6 and to record vascular changes in the area of the head between the scalp and the surface of the cortex, respectively. The probe configuration was designed to have symmetric long channels that provide concentrated coverage from a single cortical region. Then, each emitter in this configuration is paired with a single short channel so that local surface vasculature signals can be removed from the long channels arising from that emitter; see Fig. 2 for a schematic of the channel configuration along with channel numbers. The probe design also balances the constraints of having as complete coverage as possible for a single cortical region, a short channel for each emitter, and a limited number of probes that can be accommodated by infants and are allowable by the CW6 from TechEn. Overall, this configuration is ideal for identifying and removing local surface vascular changes that may be contaminating signals from the cortex by including a short channel for each emitter in a symmetric long-channel probe design.
Recruited Sample
Twelve infants were recruited for the current experiment: mean age ¼ 6.1 months, SD ¼ 0.58 months, range ¼ 5.2 to 6.9 months. The sample had 5 males and infants were identified as 11 being Caucasian with the 12th infant identified as Other, 11 as being non-Hispanic with the 12th infant left unreported. Infants were recruited through the Rochester Baby Lab and had no known visual and hearing difficulties, no major surgeries, or health problems, and were born at 36 weeks gestation or later. All caregivers provided consent for participation in accordance with the institutional review board of the University of Rochester.
Experimental Procedure
After consent, families were taken into an experimental room where the caregiver and infant were seated on a chair in front of a 17-in. video display monitor and separated from the rest of the room with floor-to-ceiling length black curtains. The purpose of the curtains is to reduce visual and auditory Fig. 2 Channel configuration with long and short channels created from the placement of detectors that have different distances (3 and 1 cm, respectively) from the emitters. There is one short channel for each emitter and one to two long channels that allow for the detection and removal of surface vascular changes from the long channels, which will additionally contain neurovascular changes. Channel numbers are labeled.
distraction for the infant and encourage them to look at the monitor. Infants were outfitted with the custom probe holder. The holder was placed such that the probes were located starting at the inion and moving more dorsally (see Fig. 3 ). This position was determined to maximize the likelihood of recording from the occipital lobe (versus the cerebellum, for example) based on the neuroanatomy of infants at this age. 21 Once the probes were satisfactorily placed, signal quality for each channel was assessed using TechEn data acquisition software. Visual inspection determined whether each channel was conveying heartbeat information (a sign of good optical contact) and was detecting light at a level that was neither too high (indicating sensor saturation) nor too low. Adjustments to the probe placement and fit to the infant's head were adjusted until either all of the channels indicated good optical placement or further adjustment of the cap would have resulted in infant discomfort (either due to amount of time spent changing locations of the cap or what would have resulted in too much pressure on the infant's head). While good optical contact was experienced overall, there was spatial asymmetry as to which channels tended to have poorer optical contact. Specifically, with the design of the probe, some channels were more difficult to obtain sufficient optical contact than others. The long channels in the center of the holder (channels 8 and 7, Fig. 2 ) had a tendency toward worst optical contact because the design of the headband disproportionately applied pressure to the left and right of the probe holder and not the center. In addition, the short channels extended beyond the main band of the holder, which made good optical contact more difficult to achieve (channels 1, 6, 9, and 14, Fig. 2 ). However, despite these systematic tendencies of the probe holder, generally good optical contact was achieved across the channels and across infants who participated in the experiment.
Infants then watched an experimental video to present visual and auditory stimulation while we recorded hemodynamic changes in the occipital lobe (visual cortex). The visual stimuli were eight smiling faces from the NimStim database, 22 see Fig. 4 . The audio stimuli were eight common words familiar to infants (apple, baby, bottle, blanket, cookie, diaper, doggie, story). The stimuli were selected to be clearly differentiable at a basic sensory level and have been found in previous studies to elicit robust auditory and visual responses (temporal and occipital cortex, respectively), but yet are engaging for infants and will encourage longer looking, which results in more trials for data analysis and trials with fewer motion artifacts. 23 All stimuli had a stimulus onset asynchrony of 1 s. The interstimulus interval (ISI) for visual stimuli was always. 25 s. The ISI for audio stimuli ranged from 0.2 to 0.3 s as the duration of the auditory stimuli ranged from 0.7 to 0.8 s.
Visual stimuli were presented in one of two block types: visual repeated blocks presented one of the eight faces eight times, and visual variable blocks presented all eight faces in shuffled order (i.e., random without replacement). While this experimental manipulation was originally designed to elicit visual repetition suppression, 25 a number of studies have found that visual repetition suppression is, at best, an extremely subtle effect in infants and, at worst, not present in the occipital cortex during infancy. 23 As a null effect of repetition suppression of visual stimuli in infants of this age using this protocol as a replication of previous and ongoing work, the current paper focuses on the comparison of auditory and visual stimulation in the occipital lobe rather than any differences in occipital lobe activation for the two types of visual stimulation. The auditory stimuli were always presented in auditory variable blocks (i.e., with all eight auditory stimuli presented in shuffled order). Fig. 3 Picture of probe location for infants in the current study. Probe holder was placed such that the lower row of long channels was at or slightly above the inion. Thus, the recordings were either at the inion or above it. This placement ensured recordings over the occipital lobe and not the cerebellum. . Two sample models depicted. Visual stimuli were selected to be maximally visually distinct while being engaging to infants to encourage longer looking and more trials for data analysis. In between blocks, a baseline video was presented with dim fireworks on the screen and soft music. Note that under ideal circumstances, the baseline should contain neither auditory nor visual stimuli. However, it is not possible to maintain infants' attention and avoid their tendency to become fussy in the absence of any stimulation. Thus, the low-salience fireworks and music displays served as a minimal interblock baseline. Infants could watch a total of 16 visual blocks (8 repeated or one for each visual stimulus; eight variable) and 8 auditory blocks (all variable). Blocks were presented such that a visual repeated, visual variable, and auditory variable block were presented in a shuffled order before moving onto another shuffled order of these three block types. This counterbalancing ensured an even distribution of block types throughout the experiment. Stimuli were presented until an infant became consistently inattentive.
To control for cross-modal (auditory-visual) activation, during the audio blocks, the fireworks video continued to play on the screen, and during the visual blocks, the music continued to play in the background. Thus, all blocks contained cross-modal sensory input with the cross-modal input being the same as that employed in the baseline (e.g., for the visual blocks, the same calm, soft music as the baseline was played).
On average, infants included in the fNIRS analyses watched 5.7 auditory variable blocks (min ¼ 3, max ¼ 8) and 6 visual variable blocks (min ¼ 3, max ¼ 8). Infants watched an average of 17.6 blocks (including the visual repeated blocks, which averaged 5.9 blocks). No infants were excluded for not watching the video for a sufficient amount of time.
Preprocessing
FNIRS recordings were collected at 50 Hz. The raw data (saved as *.nirs files) were preprocessed using HOMER2 (Homer2_UI, v1.5). 26 The standard or default preprocessing method as specified in HOMER2 was followed to conform to related findings in the field. First, the "raw intensity data is normalized to provide a relative (percent) change by dividing the mean of the data" (HomER 1.0 manual), and then the signal is low-pass filtered (cutoff 3 Hz) to remove high-frequency noise such as cardiac signals. Then, changes in optical density are calculated for each wavelength. Finally, the modified Beer-Lambert law is used to determine the changes (delta) concentration of oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin for each channel (the procResult.dc output variable was used for subsequent analyses; as HOMER1 and HOMER2 have identical preprocessing methods for the options that we have selected, see the HOMER 1 Users Guide for full details). Subsequent analyses were conducted in MATLAB (version R2013a) with custom analysis scripts.
A notable difference between this preprocessing pipeline and what our group has employed in the past 27 is the removal of a principle component analysis (PCA) offered by HOMER to remove motion artifacts. This step is intended to identify the most prominent component in the NIRS recordings, which is likely attributable to motion, and remove it. However, this preprocessing step is intended to be applied to the long channel information only. With the presence of both short and long channel, we hypothesize that the removal of the first component from the PCA analysis might include systematic vasculature, but in a way that is not easily quantified using our methods below. Indeed, we found that including this PCA step in the preprocessing removed surface vasculature signals present in the short and long channels, and, as anticipated, this early removal of surface vasculature information through PCA markedly reduced the changes in the signal when short-channel information was removed from the long channels (reported in Sec. 3). This unanticipated finding suggests that another method for removing surface vasculature signals is to apply PCA to the combination of short and long channels and remove the first principle component, which will remove a large portion of the signals from the surface vasculature (though presumably only global surface vasculature signals; see later findings for differences in global and local surface vasculature). Future work would be needed to validate this method and determine whether local and/or global vascular information is removed through this method. For the current study, we have removed this standard preprocessing step. However, given that this is one of the standard ways to remove motion from recordings, it is important to note that there is no clear evidence of motion in visual inspection of the signal (e.g., after filtering and before averaging across block types per infant or after averaging per block type per infant), or evidence that our results are contaminated by motion.
Removal of Short-Channel Information from Long Channels
Each long channel (channels 2 through 5, 7, 8, and 10 through 13, depicted in Fig. 2 ) was subjected to the removal of short-channel information in three different variations in order to determine whether long channels in infant NIRS recordings are contaminated by local and/or global surface vasculature signals.
Removal of the Closest Short Channel
Using the closest short channel allows for the identification and removal of surface vasculature signals occurring in the immediate anatomical area (i.e., local surface vascular signals) to the long channel in question as well as broadly distributed changes in surface vasculature (i.e., global surface vasculature signals, e.g., long channels 2 and 3 have the information from channel 1 removed).
Removal of a Far Short Channel
To elucidate the specific contribution of surface vasculature in the local region of a long channel versus the contribution of more distributed or global surface vascular signals that will be recorded by short channels located distally from the long channel, we compare the removal of a far short channel to the removal of the closest short channel. This contrast will reveal the relative contributions of local versus global surface vasculature to the long channel recordings (e.g., long channels 2 and 3 would have information from channel 9 removed). The far short channel was chosen to be a consistent distance from each long channel and in the opposite hemisphere.
Bootstrapped Short-Channel Information
In order to establish a baseline for comparison, we created a bootstrapped baseline by temporally shuffling the signal from the closest short channel and removing this shuffled signal from the corresponding long channels. We employ a temporal shuffling method because it maintains the distributional properties of the short channel while allowing us to determine how much the removal of short-channel information depends on both the short and the long channels recording the same vascular events (e.g., the current change of blood pressure). The shuffled short-channel information is a discontinuous signal with successive time points likely being drawn from disparate time points in the original signal. Importantly, temporal shuffling ensures that any changes in the bootstrapped signal are not arising from the same vascular events as the long channel. Thus, removing shuffled short-channel information allows us to determine the likelihood that removing short-channel information will change the long channel if the short channel is not recording from the same vascular events. To illustrate, if a given baby contributed fNIRS recordings from time points 1 to N, the short-channel signal was randomly shuffled without replacement so all individual time points (1 to N) were still included but were presented in a different (random) order. This shuffled shortchannel information is then removed from the long channels.
To obtain a bootstrapped baseline of signal change, we repeat this shuffling and removing method 1000 times. For example, long channels 2 and 3 would have the temporally shuffled signal from channel 1 removed. This is repeated 1000 times (1000 different shuffles of channel 1). Following the work by Berger and colleagues, 10, 11, 15, 28 we employed the following equations to remove the short-channel information:
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Note that equations are applied on oxygenated hemoglobin after filtering has taken place. Variables represent column vectors with the length equal to the number of time points recorded for a given subject and ⊺ represents the transpose operation. Our first goal was to determine how much of the signal from the long channels changed in these three different types of removal schemes: bootstrapped baseline, far short channel, and closest short channel. To this end, we compared LongChannel 0 from Eq. (1) with the original LongChannel and determined 1. the average absolute change in signal when the shortchannel information was removed, jLongChannel 0 − LongChannelj 2. how many data points were changed beyond 2 standard deviations (determined for each original long channel). The number of points is presented as a percentage because all infants contributed different amounts of fNIRS recordings.
The change in signal was considered starting at the first sample taken during the start of stimulus presentation and considered until the end of recording. Signal changes are considered for oxygenated Hb as this is the most common NIRS measure reported in the infant literature. 1 Initial inspection of the data revealed that one infant (baby 1) was a clear outlier in two respects. First, despite using the same preprocessing methods, the baby's averaged signal was consistently below baseline and the raw signal exhibited unexplained and dramatic jumps. These two characteristics strongly suggest poor signal quality for this infant. Second, the removal of shortchannel information resulted in signal changes that are more than an order of magnitude greater than the other infants for both the magnitude of signal changes and the number of time points changed. Short-channel removal dramatically changed the data of this infant such that they would not be identified as an outlier after short-channel removal. However, given the poor signal quality in this infant's data, it is difficult to interpret this substantial change in signal quality after short-channel removal. As a very clear outlier, we removed the data from this infant from all subsequent analyses (male, age ¼ 6.9 months, Caucasian, nonHispanic), though all results are qualitatively identical with and without the inclusion of this infant.
Having obtained our final sample, both the magnitude of the signal change and the percentage of data points significantly changed are depicted across the three types of short-channel information (bootstrap, far, and closest), in Figs. 6 and 8, respectively.
What Is the Average Change to the Long-
Channel Signal After Short-Channel Removal? Figure 6 shows the average magnitude of signal change across the three different short channels (bootstrap, far, and closest) revealing clear differences across short-channel type. Similarly, . This scatterplot also indicates clear differences between short-channel types across the same channels and infants.
To confirm that removing far and closest short-channel information changes the signal more than the bootstrapped short channel, while controlling for variability between infants and channels, we constructed a linear mixed effects model. baseline, removing information from either the far or the closest short channels significantly changes the long-channel signals.
To investigate whether there are any differences between the far and closest short channels, we ran the same linear mixed effects model but reordering the levels of the short-channel factor so that the closest channel is the intercept. Here we find a significant contribution of the far short channel [β ¼ −8.251e-05, tð430.2Þ ¼ −2.360, p ¼ 0.0187; intercept: β ¼ 3.600e-04, tð25Þ ¼ 9.077, p < 0.00001]. Thus, even after controlling for any variability in infants and channels, we find that there is a difference in the magnitude of the signal change between the far and closest short channel, suggesting that there are both local and global surface vasculature contributions to long-channel recordings.
What Is the Proportion of Data Points
Significantly Changed after Short-Channel Removal?
As a complement to the analysis of mean signal change in Sec. 3.1, here we investigate what percentage of data points are significantly changed when short-channel information is removed. Increases in mean signal change can arise from either large changes to a small number of points or small changes to a large number of points. Here, we investigate the number of data points that exhibit large changes after the removal of short-channel information. We quantify large changes as being changes equal to or greater than 2 standard deviations (SD) for that channel from the original value for that data point. Since the task was infant-controlled (i.e., infants watched for different amounts of time), we express the number of points as a percentage of the total signal for that infant starting from the presentation of the stimulus to the end of the experiment. This analysis is entirely convergent with the analysis of mean signal change: removing far and closest short-channel information changes the signal more than the bootstrapped baseline and there is additional benefit to removing the closest short-channel information. As illustrated in Fig. 8 , the bootstrap analysis resulted in zero significantly changed data points. There were no points that changed at least 2 SD, suggesting that the mean signal changes reported in Sec. 3.1 are derived from small changes to a relatively large number of data points. Similar to the analysis of mean signal change, we find that the removal of far and closest short-channel information results in more changes to the signal than the bootstrap control demonstrating (1) that the short-channel information of the far and closest short channels is beyond a baseline and (2) that even the far short channel contains more information than a baseline, suggesting the presence of broadly distributed vascular information embedded in the long channels. We also find differences in the percentage of data points changed between the far and closest short channels, where the closest short channel results in more data points being changed than the far short channel. To assess whether there are differences between removal of far and closest short channel, the data were modeled with a mixed effects logistic regression 29 including random effects for infant and channel. We excluded the bootstrap variation because the logistic regression cannot accommodate a factor with all zeros, and it is clear that there are statistically significant differences between the bootstrap and the far and closest short channel.) In the model, we predicted the number of data points changed based on the type of short-channel information removed, while controlling for differences across infants and channels (each considered as a random factor. In other words, the model's equation is Number of Points Changed/ Total Points = ShortChannelType + (1| Infant) + (1| Channel) with the far short-channel set as the intercept (β ¼ −7.41, Z ¼ −16.05, p < 0.00001). We find that including the closest short channel significantly predicts some of the variance (β ¼ 1.31, Z ¼ 55.72, p < 0.00001). Thus, this model reveals that there are differences between the two types of short channels, with the closest short channel changing more data points than the far short channel.
Effects of Removing Short-Channel Information on Neural Activity Outcomes
Having determined how different types of short-channel removal affect the oxygenated hemoglobin signal, these signals (with and without short-channel information removed) were then submitted to our standard analysis in order to determine how the removal of short-channel information affects our outcome measures. These analyses consisted of determining the average and variability (standard error) in the concentration changes of oxygenated hemoglobin for all long channels and for all included infants to the three different stimulus block types: auditory, visual repeated, and visual variable. As discussed earlier, we will focus on the comparison of visual (repeated) and auditory as the current work confirms the lack of widespread differences in activity to visual repetition (versus variability) in the occipital lobe in infancy. 23 Any trials where the infant did not view the stimuli for 14.5 s after the start of the trial were dropped; this length of time represents the average time from the start of the trial to the end of the jittered interblock interval (IBI, block duration is 8 s with an average IBI of 6.5 s and a range of 4 to 9 s, see Ref. 24 for validation of this IBI). Figure 10 presents responses for the long channels without any short-channel information removed. Significant responses in the occipital lobe to visual stimuli of infants of this age have been well established as well as selectivity of this region to visual stimuli. 23, 27, [31] [32] [33] Consistent with this previous work, there is a significant response in the occipital lobe to the presentation of visual stimuli. Following standard analysis procedures, we compared responses within an a priori time window (6 to Fig. 10 Changes in the signal (oxyHb) for long channels (before removal of short-channel signals) to the auditory block (purple or light grey) and the uniform visual block (orange or dark grey). The long channels independently reveal a significant cortical response and a visual selectivity of the occipital lobe to visual stimuli. Signals were averaged across all the long channels as the probe configuration was designed so all channels record from the occipital lobe (i.e., the ROI) and the stimuli were designed to produce broad responses within this lobe. . Thus, consistent with previous work, we find robust visual responses in the occipital lobe of infants, and some evidence for visual selectivity in this region of the infant brain. We now consider visual responses only and compare the long-channel responses before the removal of short-channel information and after the removal of two types of short-channel information: closest short channel and far short channel. Figure 12 presents hemodynamic responses (oxyHb) averaged for the long channels before (orange) and after (blue, green) removing short-channel information. Removing the closest short-channel information (green) and removing the far shortchannel information (dark blue) result in minimal differences in the hemodynamic response. Specifically, we continue to see significant responses in these channels to visual stimuli (t's > 2.78, p's < 0.02), but the response is no more robust after short-channel information is removed.
Considering the auditory response only, we compare responses before and after the removal of short-channel information. Figure 13 presents the averaged hemodynamic responses and reveals that, similar to the visual responses, while there are changes in the responses, we do not find a significant response to auditory information above baseline. Statistical tests also confirm that there is no significant hemodynamic response in the occipital lobe to auditory stimuli (t's < 0.6, p's > 0.5).
Finally, comparing the visual and auditory responses, we continue to find marginally significant differences between these conditions (t's > −2, p's < 0.07). Thus, we do not find that removing short-channel information boosts the difference between the auditory and visual responses to significance.
In sum, considering how the removal of short-channel information affects stimulus-evoked responses yields a different picture. While we found that removing short-channel information significantly alters fNIRS signals in infants, we do not find that these signal differences affect the outcome of standard analyses. The overall pattern of responses in the long channels, without short-channel information removed, indicated a significant visual response, no auditory response, and marginal visual selectivity. This pattern was qualitatively unchanged after short-channel information is removed from either the closest or far short channel.
There are two notable conclusions of this analysis and some qualifications. First, we find that while there is significant signal change resulting from short-channel removal, these changes do not substantially affect outcomes from higher-level statistical analyses or conclusions from the experiment. Second, while Fig. 11 Changes in the signal (oxyHb) for the short channels to the auditory block (purple or light grey) and the uniform visual block (orange or dark grey). Unlike the long channels, the short channels reveal no significant cortical response nor visual selectivity of the occipital lobe to visual stimuli. Signals were averaged across all the short channels. Fig. 10 ). Black and light grey responses are the signal when short-channel information is removed: Far short channel removed is depicted in black and closest short channel removed is depicted in light grey. Signals were averaged across all the long channels as the probe configuration was designed so all channels record from the occipital lobe (i.e., the ROI) and the stimuli were designed to produce broad responses within this lobe. Fig. 13 Changes in oxygenated Hb in response to auditory blocks for the long channels. Purple or medium grey response is before the removal of short-channel signals (same as in Fig. 10 ). Black and light grey responses present the signal after short-channel information is removed: Far short channel removed is depicted in black and closest short channel removed is depicted in light grey. Signals were averaged across all the long channels as the probe configuration was designed so all channels record from the occipital lobe (i.e., the ROI) and the stimuli were designed to produce broad responses within this lobe. we found that the magnitude of signal change and the proportion of data points changed is higher for the closest short channel, we do not find that this translates to better signal quality with regards to the use of these signals for inference about hemodynamic responses to stimulus presentation. However, this lack of difference could result from the general lack of signal change rather than a result of short-channel removal. Moreover, it is possible that the enhanced effects of removing short-channel information only arise when there is not a robust hemodynamic response to begin with, or perhaps under different experimental conditions (e.g., when infants are viewing particularly salient stimuli that may cause blood pressure changes).
Does a 1 cm Short Channel in Infants Show
Evidence of Cortical Activity?
Our short-channel information is obtained using 10 mm emitterdetector channels. This channel separation or larger is standard (e.g., 12, 13 mm). However, recent work on adults has suggested that 13 mm channels contain cortical information and channels <10 mm (e.g., 6 mm) are better for isolating surface vasculature signals and not detecting task-related hemodynamic changes presumably coming from cortical sources. 28 See also simulations by Strangman and colleagues 34 suggesting 10 mm channels sample from some gray matter but 5 mm channels do not. This work raises a concern that our short channel might be too long for its purpose. Moreover, this problem may be exacerbated because we are recording from infants who have systematically thinner skulls than adults. 35 While future work is certainly needed to establish the best distance for short-channel recordings in infants, we sought to establish that 10 mm channels do not contain a large amount of cortical activity that would be removed.
From previous results reported in this paper, it is clear that our pattern of results does not suggest that we are removing cortical activity when we remove the short-channel information. Without removing short-channel information, our long channel demonstrably contains cortical, stimulus-evoked hemodynamic changes (see Sec. 4 and Fig. 10 ). If the short channels contained even these cortically produced hemodynamic changes, when we removed the short-channel information, we should see reductions to the averaged, stimulus-evoked waveforms for the long channels. Section 4 demonstrates that we do not see large changes in the stimulus-evoked responses and, indeed, maintain a significant response to visual stimulation in the occipital channels (Fig. 12 ). This pattern of results suggests that our short-channel information does not contain cortically based hemodynamic activity.
However, a more direct way to confirm that our short channels do not contain cortical activity is to subject our short channels to the same analyses conducted on the long channels (i.e., see if there are significant responses to the stimuli). Figure 11 presents the averaged short-channel responses for the auditory and visual blocks (see Fig. 10 for the corresponding responses from the long channels to note the differences). Using the same analytic methods as the long channels, we find that there are no significant responses in the short channels to any of the three stimulus blocks (p > 0.35). Specifically, in the visual blocks reported in Sec. 4 and Fig. 10 , the short channels exhibit no response: tð10Þ ¼ 0.5066, p ¼ 0.6234.
Future work will be needed to determine the length of short channel that is ideal to isolate surface vasculature activity in infants. The current work suggests that a 10 mm short channel does not contain a significant proportion of cortical activity. This finding is similar to previous work by Taga and colleagues, 20 who investigated both source-detector separation (1, 2, 3, 4 cm) and light intensity in infants on average two months younger than those reported in the current study. Taga and colleagues determined that the 10 mm channels did not have robust evidence of cortically based changes to the hemodynamic response. Instead, Taga and colleagues found that the optimum distance was 2 cm. Similarly, the McDonnell Infant Methodology Consortium for NIRS (Ref. 6 ) underwent a systematic investigation of the optimum source-detector distance for infants and found that somewhere between 2 and 3 cm was the optimum, which confirmed results from Ref. 20 though distances shorter than 2 cm were not systematically investigated. Thus, while the optimum distance for short-channel measurements of the surface vasculature in infants has yet to be determined, current and past work suggests that 10 mm does not obviously record hemodynamic changes arising from cortical activity but comparisons to smaller channel separations are needed.
Conclusions and Discussion
The present study investigated the signals obtained from short fNIRS channels in human infants. Specifically, we investigated whether short-channel signals could successfully remove signals arising from surface vasculature in human infants, and if so, whether the removal of short-channel information could result in changes in the statistical inferences made about fNIRS responses to different stimulus conditions (i.e., had an empirical effect). In addition, we examined whether there is evidence for local variations in surface vasculature signals in infants and whether removing a local short channel has a benefit compared to removing information from a far short channel recording more global surface vasculature signals.
Overall, we found that removing short-channel information, using methods employed by Berger and colleagues, 10, 11, 15, 28 does significantly change the signal in the long channel. We determined both the average signal change as well as the number of data points significantly changed (i.e., changed by more than 2 standard deviations) and then compared both measures to a bootstrapped baseline (see Sec. 3 for details). We find evidence for both global and local signals arising from the surface vasculature. We removed short-channel information for both the closest short channel and a far short channel to estimate the contributions of local versus global surface vasculature signals. The closest short channel presumably includes any local as well as any global surface vascular signals, whereas the far channel (located on the other hemisphere and 6 cm away from the light source for the fNIRS channel) will record only global surface vascular signals. Compared to the bootstrapped baseline, we find that removing information from both the closest and far short channels significantly changes the fNIRS channel. However, we find an additional benefit of removing the closest short channel. These findings converge with reports that local measurements of surface vascular signals yield the greatest changes in the long-channel signals. 14, 15 However, despite significant changes in the long-channel signal, we did not find that removing short-channel information resulted in any differences in the statistical inferences made from the experiment. Specifically, we found evidence of a robust and selective visual response without the removal of short-channel information and continued to find the same response after short-channel removal (either the closest or far short channels). Thus, we do not find that removing the short-channel information yields more effective or even different statistical inference.
There are a number of reasons why we might not see a significant difference as a result of removing short-channel information and future work will be needed to disentangle these possibilities. One possibility for not seeing an effect is that the neurovascular signals were robust enough in the long channels that any effect of surface vasculature was small. In other words, the presence of a robust and selective response to begin with did not require the additional benefit of removing systematic vasculature by means of the short channel. We had included auditory presentation as a circumstance in which we would not expect a neurovascular response and, thus, might benefit from short-channel removal, and in that instance as well, we find no difference in statistical inferences before and after short-channel removal. This result is similar to recent work by Yücel and colleagues. 16 This excellent recent work examined the effects of short-channel removal in the adult motor cortex during a finger tapping task versus presentation of a painful electric stimulus. Importantly, the work examined the effects of short-channel removal on the results of statistical analysis. This group also found that removal of short channel did not result in changes in statistical result for the finger tapping task; however, they did find effects in the painful stimulus condition. A major difference between these conditions is that the nature of the latter, but not the former, stimulus is more likely to cause arousal-based circulatory responses that will result in increased activity in the surface vasculature. This result suggests that short-channel information removal might be most beneficial under circumstances of heightened arousal and not more cognitive-based tasks as was investigated in the current study. Thus, another possibility why we did not find significant effects of short-channel removal is that the current stimuli investigated do not give rise to significant signals in the surface vasculature. If this were the case, the need for short-channel recordings in standard developmental cognitive neuroscience studies is less justified as surface vasculature effects are subtle, may be removed with standard preprocessing procedures (e.g., filtering to remove heart rate signals), and, in the current case, do not bias to statistical inferences drawn from the study.
Yet another possibility is that the removal of short-channel information is less beneficial in infants than in adults. As reviewed in Sec. 1, there are significant developmental differences in the circulatory system, the tissues surrounding the brain (e.g., the skull) as well as neurovascular coupling. Given these developmental differences, it is possible that the circulatory signals in the scalp and the skull contribute less to fNIRS signals in infants than adults, and thus, the confounding fluctuations in the scalp are negligible in infants. Thus, the lack of significant differences in removing shortchannel information in infants might be reflective of differences in the composition of the long-channel signal (i. e., how much of the signal is coming from the surface vasculature) between infants and adults.
One final possibility is that the current methods, which applied short-channel removal broadly across all channels and used only standard measures for optical contact available with the recording device and visual inspection for obvious issues with signal quality (see the excluded infant), are too blunt to reap the benefits of short-channel removal. It is important to note that we do see differences in the benefit for shortchannel removal across channels suggesting that there might be differences in either recording quality or location of surface vasculature signals. However, even after controlling for the effects of channels, we still see evidence for signal change after shortchannel removal. Despite seeing evidence that removing shortchannel information does change the long-channel signals, it is possible that some variation of our application of these methods would be needed before short-channel removal would benefit the statistical outcomes of the experiment. However, in order for the removal of short-channel information to be broadly adopted by cognitive neuroscientists, any method will have to result in differences at the level of statistical inference in the context of standard data analysis procedures for the field. Moreover, it is important to note that we only employed one method for removing short-channel information (i.e., the method employed by Berger and colleagues 10, 11, 15, 28 ), and there are other methods that can be employed to this end (e.g., Refs. 12 and 13). It is possible that other analytic methods will reveal a different result. While not systematically explored in this paper, we did find that including PCA in our preprocessing methods (a method similar to Refs. 12 and 13) did reduce the evidence of signal change but did not change the resulting statistical tests, similar to not using PCA and including short-channel regression. Moreover, there are different methods of fNIRS analyses that might be more or less sensitive to surface vasculature signals. The current analysis sought to determine whether there is robust response within a region of interest (ROI) located over the occipital cortex to a visual stimulus and whether this response is selective to visual stimuli or whether this ROI also responds to auditory stimuli. Additionally, one might ask how precise the activation is (i.e., localization of the hemodynamic response in the cortex) and consider whether removing surface vasculature signals might increase localization (i.e., reduce the number of channels that respond to a given stimulus). It will be fruitful to explore the effects of surface vasculature signal removals on this and other types of functional analysis of fNIRS data (e.g., functional connectivity) in future work. Thus, it is not our claim that all methods of removing shortchannel info will have no impact on any type of neuroimaging analysis in infants, and we believe that future work in this vein is necessary to demonstrate whether the current results are generalizable or specific to the analyses, populations, and task employed in the current study.
Investigation of hemodynamic signals arising from surface vasculature is important for the field, and as surface vasculature signals can, in principle, cause both type I and type II statistical errors, this methodological issue has the potential to have widereaching ramifications in the studies that employ fNIRS to make statistical inferences about neural activity (e.g., developmental cognitive neuroscience). The current finding confirms the presence of surface vasculature signals in fNIRS recordings in infants (i.e., that removing short-channel information changes long fNIRS channels) but does not provide evidence that signals from the surface vasculature are biasing statistical inferences in infants in a standard experimental task to measure visual responses (i.e., that removing surface vasculature signals through this method affects statistical inferences drawn from the study).
